








 “ALTO lightBuilding”, a four-stories high architecture built on 4,958㎡ land, contains LED 

research laboratory and high-tech facilities. The whole building is decorated with ALTO 

luminaires, exhibiting different types of its own indoor and outdoor products. The lightBuiling 

has radiant cooling and heating system, low-energy glass windows, venetian blind and rooftop 

gardens that effectively save energy up to 60%. Built with eco-friendly materials, level of CO² 

emission stays at very low, providing a perfect environment to develop and manufacture 

eco-friendly LED luminaires.

Since invention of light bulb, every space needs the beauty of light because everyone is born 

and live with light which is important goal for the every lighting industry people.

But since we have enough electricity and lighting we had to face energy pollution as well as light 

pollution. We are aiming to avoid this problem to create elegance lighting space with green 

visual comfort for human’s eyes.

Founded in 1984 with its head quarter in Seoul, ALTO pursues to develop high-tech and 

eco-friendly lighting solutions with concept of “Lighting for Health”. 

Since emergence of LED technology in lighting industry we were able to develop luminaires to 

express various architectural concepts with light in many creative ways to make beautiful and 

healthy spaces.

ALTO lighting design and product development are based on creativity and innovative 

technology. At ALTO lightBuilding, we give our best to ensure high-quality products through 

continuous research and development. Our quality management system certifies to an 

international standard and the quality is consistently improved.



For the defective products caused from an LED light source module, we provide 5 year warranty.

- For LED modules with 5 year warranty, we provide 1 year warranty and 4 year free service.

- For power supplies with 3 year warranty, we provide 1 year warranty and 2 year free service.

- In the case of long time use of the product over a 15 hours per day, warranty period is decreased by half period.

- Lumen maintenance factor of LED light source module complies with Energy Star L70 Criteria.

- Specifications of LED light source module and power supply are subject to change.

- In the event of any product production is ceased, it may be replaced with substitutable product under arbitration 

of the manufacturer.

- We will bear no responsibility for any failure or damage resulted from arbitrary repair of modification by the user.

- Installation or replacement costs such as product installation or dismantlement are excluded.

ALTO runs Accelerated Life Test to detect failures at severe conditions and evaluate the stability 

of the materials and solidity of the product.

ALTO guarantees high quality light output with long durability and high reliability.

ALTO LEDs meet the LM-80 test criteria and qualify for ENERGY STAR Certification.
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Glare:
 Glare causing uncomfortable

visual performance

NON
GLARE

GENERAL

Luminance from reflector

[Approx. 500cd/m  ]2

Non Glare:
Our patented NGR technology, 
based upon our new coating 
material provides the lowest glare 
(less than 10%), with 90% 
reflection performance.

Luminance from reflector

[Less than 15cd/m  ]2



The NEW non glare reflector technology is our first world-wide patented technology to improve quality of light in 

harmony with visual comfort. It helps to protect human’s eyes from glare coming from bright light source and 

minimize visual stress we put our eyes through every day. Our patented NGR technology, based upon our new coating 

material provides the lowest glare (less than 10%), with 90% reflection performance.
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TUNO can tune the color temperature from 2700K~5000K (6500K).

type1. Standard | CRI 80

2700K to 5000K

2700 3000 3500 4000 5000

type2. Option | CRI 90

2700 3000 3500 4000 5000 6500

2700K to 6500K

Morning | 7am

3000K

Noon

5000K ~ 6000K

Evening | 7pm

2700K



| General Control Solution |

Switch System
(Main Controller)

0(1)-10V
DALI
DMX

| Wireless Control Solution |

Smart 
Wireless Control
(IOS & Android apps)

Bluetooth
Module

0(1)-10V
DALI

- Practical and easy to control lights with provided App compatible with smart phones and tablet

- No new wiring or additional controllers are required. Just plug in the lighting fixture and pair it with your smart phone or tablet.

- Latest Bluetooth 4.0(Low energy BLE).

- Create the senario by integrating lighting control directly with your fixtures. 

- Individual or group control is available.

- Wide coverage ( General : Indoor up to 40m / Outdoor 50m). Longer range can be achieved by using multiple units.

More Convenient for Smart Life



2700K to 5000K

Downlight
3000K

5inch 20W
Optic 40

Directional
5000K

3inch 15W
Optic 25

Wallwasher
4000K

5inch 20W
Optic WW

Double Multi-Spot
2700K

5inch 15W X 2
Optic 30

Slot Mounted
5000K

3inch 15W
Optic 20



Downlight
2W
6W

8.5W

Directional

Wallwasher

O1 Family Source Output Beam Angle Lamp Luminous

6W

6W

25°, ASY
40°, 55°
40°, 55°

20°, 30°

WW

220lm
800lm
1170lm

600lm

800lm



- Small : 1 inch l Cutting Hole 30mm l Compact SMPS 26mm

- Powerful : 8.5W Powered. 1170lm

- Simple : 3-steps Installation

- O1 Family : Downlight | Directional | Wallwasher
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ALTO downlights are designed to control the beam angle and beam pattern with reflector.

This way is to soften the hardness and intense of the light source which can be expressed as a ‘soft and smooth’ light scallop. 

Soft and smooth light effect enhances the spatial quality and it brings out nice textures of the interior.

Wide Range Selection

Diffuser NGR
Reflector

45˚15˚ 20˚ 25˚ 30˚ 60˚

Parnas Mall, Korea



Shanghai chi K11 Art Museum, China





Raffles Jakarta Hotel, Indonesia



Conrad Hotel, Philippines



Shanghai chi K11 Art Museum, China









RESTAURANT / BAR

Congress Restaurant, Hong Kong

Charles H. Bar, Korea






